NEW BIG SOUND - REVIEW IN STEREO SOUND AVALON ACOUSTICS PM4
Three-dimensional music vigorously emerges in the air. Harmonics are
smoothly extended without any hint of redundancy or overhang.
The sound floats in the air as if I were dreaming of music
The flagship of Avalon Acoustics is called Tesseract; a very large speaker
weighing 375kg, with a height over two meters, and also, with a price tag to
match.

In a real-world sense, the flagship speaker of Avalon is SAGA, even

though I define it using the term “realistic”, the pair costs 20 million J-yen.
Avalon trickled down many of the technologies and ideas they achieved when
designing Tesseract and SAGA to PM-4, the new Precision Monitor series.
I have received responses from Mr. Neil Patel, the designer and the CEO of
Avalon Acoustics Inc, to my questions I had asked when reviewing PM-4.
I have exchanged mails with him many times. It would be typical to express a
new design by talking about applied new material XX, or new technology YY,
and how they are applied. But Mr. Patel doesn’t respond like this or discuss XX
material issues. Instead, he tells me what he has considered or thought about to
achieve the goal of “XX”.

Adding to that, he also spoke about his philosophy of

designing speakers. (These pages are too limited to introduce such intricate
philosophy in detail) What would be the design goals when designing SAGA and
PM4? (Some of these points will overlap my review on SAGA).
1) Lower time and harmonic distortions (as close to zero as possible). By
lowering noise, get a much wider dynamic range within the audio band.
Prioritize information related to time.
2) The units should not be saturated when driven by large power. The music
signal should not be compressed.
3) Make phase as accurate as possible within the audio band and beyond.
4) Make stored energy in diaphragm and enclosure as low as possible, close to
zero.
5) Fast bass. Make rise time of woofer driver quick but more than initial
transient speed, stopping fast is just as important in reproduction of music.
6) Reveal low level details accurately; higher resolution and precise transients.

7) The adjustment or control of all driver performance in their radiating pattern
(lobe) in order to recreate a three-dimensional musical event.
8)

Not only eliminating resonances of the cabinet, but applying the
technology of utilizing such resonances intentionally to bring listeners ever
closer to the heart of the music. It is important to reduce unique mode
resonances, but also to control and mix them carefully through applied
cabinet construction.

9) Crossover networks shall handle high current signal.
Mr. Patel’s explanation is as above. He referred to the sense of a speaker’s S/N
(noise and distortion level), time alignment, and controlling wide band sound
dispersion. In addition, his response referred to the meaninglessness of
measuring speaker systems in an anechoic chamber, but forgive me for cutting
this part of our discussion due to the limitation of pages.
Above points 1 to 9 refer to aligning “time” from the low end to highest end of
the frequency spectrum. Number 8 implies Avalon Acoustics is not blindly
adhering to the so called “non resonant cabinet” theorem.
Pin point accuracy in focus, timing is aligned at all frequencies
I was surprised at my first glance of the speaker before reviewing it, because its
look was not what I used to seeing from an Avalon’s finish. Avalon’s popular
finish is, for example, bird’s eye natural finish (or walnut veneer), but PM4
surface is coated by a pale silver color over bird’s eye maple, which is very
stylistic. This design conscious finish is called polychrome (graphite finish).
The size of PM4 is as large as the classic model, Eidolon Diamond, though PM4
is 5mm wider, 30mm higher. The baffle is made of multi-layered material, but it
is not simply a layered baffle.

As previously mentioned about point (8), I

assume that MDF and other material(s) are not only combined together but also
determined by specific thickness following golden section rules.
The forehead, as the Avalon crew calls the facet between the face and top of the
cabinet, is quite small, to compliment the dispersion pattern of the inverted
dome tweeter. In the past, Avalon has specified to putting the grill on the
cabinet for listening, because the felt to disperse the sound is inside of the grill.
The felt, for PM4, is put onto the baffle, so I listened without the grill on.

Track 11 of my “Nobu’s popular selections” SACD disc (by Stereo Sound), tenor
Ukulele and female voice (actually Cindy Lauper) reveals the ukulele player is on
the left side of the space between speakers, while the vocal is on the right. The
two players stood exactly there in front of me! Focus is very strict and precise.
The music does not come from the speakers, but sound was heard as though it
emerged from the very air in between, and also was very fresh and vivid. This
means the aforementioned objectives (1) and (8) have been successfully
implemented in the design, so the “time” is quite accurate and coherent. At the
same time, objective (7), three-dimensional music reproduction, reaches full
expression with tracks 14 and 15 in the harmonics and sweet Cello tone by Yo Yo
Ma, which was fully extended without any redundancy. The sound floated like a
dream, indeed.
With acoustic guitar solo playing, PM4 reproduced the music as if the air
metamorphosed into the guitar. The goal (3) ~ (6) reduced the speakers
existence to nothing (Disappeared). This proved that the lows to highs were
smoothly linked, and at the same time, the dispersion of the lows to highs was
also well tied together. Whenever music is played, I saw and felt the virtual
(sound) stage appearing between the left and right speakers. Well done Avalon,
That’s Neil Patel!
When playing contrabass of classical music, I hear it as tight, and this is not only
PM4 but also all Avalon speakers. The bass notes do not drag down other notes.
Marcus Miller’s very sharp and quick base play, called slap rendition, grips the
drivers, with the staccato on the kick drum also firmly and sharply expressed. I
understand this as an example of the “Breaking/Stopping (5)” in the above
Avalon design goals. It is very exhilarating!
I want to add a last piece of news: A smaller version of this PM4 called PM1 will
be added to the Precision Monitor series soon.

